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Abstract

We provide a complete analysis, from theory to experiment, of the spontaneous

emergence of a discretized conical wave of X-type (i.e., a localized 2D+1 space-time

wavepacket) when an intense ultrashort pulse nonlinearly propagates in a multimode

fiber. In particular, we reveal that this spatiotemporal phenomenon corresponds to

broadband intermodal dispersive wave emission from an unsteady localized wave struc-

ture formed during nonlinear propagation. Theoretical phase-matching predictions are

experimentally and numerically confirmed in a commercially-available step-index mul-

timode fiber. Our results provide a general understanding of phase-matched radiations

emitted by nonlinear waves in multidimensional dispersive optical system.
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Introduction

Multimode optical fibers (MMFs) offer an enabling platform for investigating spatiotempo-

ral phenomena in multidimensional systems and complex collective dynamics. This simply

lies in the possible fine control and analysis of transversal modes that can propagate and

interact, in contrast to limiting cases of single-mode waveguides and bulk media with their

infinite and continuous set of modes. Over the past few years very exciting observations

have been reported in terms of novel optical effects, such as geometric parametric instability,

beam self-cleaning, light thermalization processes, multimode solitons, and spatiotemporal

laser mode-locking, to name a few.1–8 When combining the potential of multimode waveg-

uides with recent technological advances in laser sources and pulse shaping, one of the most

promising development relates to the generation and application of propagation-invariant

spatiotemporal (ST) wavepackets.9–13 Such an ultimate control of light will pave the way to

the delivery of pulsed light with custom spatial profiles through multimode optical waveg-

uides for sensing, imaging, and spectroscopy, and to novel light-matter interactions.14,15 Until

now, invariant optical ST wavepackets have been mainly generated and characterized in free

space and bulk media16–18 and often limited to 1D+1 configurations (e.g., ST light sheets).

In this contribution, we demonstrate the spontaneous generation of a discretized conical

wave from nonlinear pulse propagation in a multimode fiber. This spatiotemporal phe-

nomenon that leads to the formation of a 2D+1 linear wavepacket results from a coherent

emission of intermodal dispersive waves driven by a characteristic and non-strict phase-

matching relation. Even if the resulting ST wavepacket is not fully non-dispersive and

non-diffractive, our work appears as a welcome alternative to the exact and complex shaping
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of invariant multidimensional ST wavepackets for future investigations.

From theory to experiment

Conical waves are simple examples of ST wavepackets that have been shown to spontaneously

emerge during the nonlinear propagation of ultrashort and ultraintense laser pulses in bulk

media.19,20 The conical emission generally observed during the filamentation process turns

out to be a particular example of conical waves emergence, i.e. a manifestation of X-wave

generation in the normal dispersion regime, thus taking the form of a hyperbola in the

(k⊥;ω) plane, where k⊥ is the transversal component of the wave vector and ω the temporal

frequency. Recently, it was numerically suggested that MMFs can also support spontaneous

conical emission during the propagation of ultrashort pulses with peak powers around the

critical self-focusing threshold of silica glass.9,21,22 In contrast to bulk medium, MMFs support

only a discrete number of guided modes at a given frequency ω. Consequently, the modal

distribution of optical fibers provides a discretization of conical emission (e.g., discretized

X waves). This arises from the linear superposition of fiber modes with an engineered

spatiotemporal spectrum given by the following phase-matching relation:

∣∣∣β(m,ω) − β(1,ω0) − [β1 + δβ1] (ω − ω0)
∣∣∣ ≤ 2π

dz
, (1)

where β(m,ω) refers to the full frequency-dependent propagation constant of guided mode

m (m = 1 corresponding to the fundamental mode) obtained with a scalar mode solver,

ω0 is the pump central frequency, and 1/β1 = vg0 is the group velocity of the fundamental

mode at ω0. In other words, the generated spacetime wavepacket propagating at the group

velocity vgX = 1/(β1 + δβ1) is composed by the family of modes respecting Eq. 1 and, in

the case of normal dispersion, forms a discretized X-pattern in the (m,ω) plane.9 Parameter

δβ1 indicates the difference in the usual retarded time frame given by the group velocity

vg0 = 1/β1 of the fundamental mode at ω0, which is explicitly: δvg = δβ1/ [β1 (β1 + δβ1)].
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The particular case of spontaneous conical emission refers to the above non-strict phase-

matching condition (Eq. 1) since it takes place over a finite distance dz seeded by a broadband

(ultrashort) wave structure (with group velocity vgX), thus implying a certain tolerance about

the bandwidth of generated frequencies.9,23 The resulting conical wave is not fully non-

dispersive and non-diffractive. Only an exact linear multiplexing of monochromatic modes

that satisfies the above relation (Eq. 1) with strict equality could overcome such limitations.

Our numerical approach of nonlinear pulse propagation in MMFs is based on the mul-

timode unidirectional pulse propagation equation (MM-UPPE),21 which describes the evo-

lution of the complex electric field Ā in the scalar approximation limited here to axially

symmetric linearly polarized modes (LP0,m modes). This equation written in the modal

basis takes form:

∂zĀ(m,ω) = i

(
β(m,ω)− ω − ω0

vg0

)
Ā+

i neff0n2ω
2

c2β(m,ω){
(1− fR) |A|2A+ fR

[∫
hR(τ)|A(t− τ)|2dτ

]
A

}
,

(2)

where neff0 is the effective refractive index of the fundamental mode at the central frequency

ω0 of the laser pulse, n2 is the nonlinear refractive index of the medium (here for silica glass,

we used n2 = 2.6×10−20m2/W). The function hR is the Raman response of the fiber medium

with Raman fraction fR = 0.18 for fused silica glass. The propagation equation is expressed

in a retarded frame moving at velocity vg0 .

To reveal the existence of discretized conical emission in a MMF, we implemented the

following experimental setup depicted in Figure 1. We used a high-power femtosecond laser

(Monaco 1035, Coherent) delivering 275 fs pulses at 1035 nm with a chosen repetition rate

of 10 kHz. The pulse energy can be as high as 60 µJ. The laser output power was adjusted

to µJ-level energy by means of neutral density filters and a half-wave plate combined with a

polarizer, in order to prevent damage issues.24 The high-quality beam was carefully coupled

into the fiber under study with a f = 12.5 cm lens L1 (Thorlabs, LB1904-C), selected through
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Figure 1: Experimental setup for capturing near-field images and recording angularly-
resolved far-field spectra of spontaneous conical emission from a multimode fiber and bulk
glass. Att.: variable attenuator; M: mirror; L: lens; SF: spectral filter; OSA: optical spectrum
analyzer. The insets show photos of the output beam in the far field in both cases.

an optimization of the beam diameter at the focal point to fit the calculated fundamental

mode diameter of our fiber (nearly 45 µm) and favor its preferential excitation. We used a

commercially-available step-index multimode fiber (Thorlabs, FG105LCA) with a pure silica

core (core diameter Φ = 105 µm) and numerical aperture NA = 0.22. The length of the fiber

segment used was 5.8 cm. The fiber segment was cleaved carefully to prevent damaging the

fiber core, and then placed on a multi-axis platform that provides 5 degrees of freedom to

ensure optimal coupling into the fundamental mode.

We first optimized the coupling at low input powers, by controlling both output power

and beam-shape by near-field imaging the fiber end-face (we made use of a beam profiler

with a CMOS sensor, CinCam CMOS-1202 IR, Cinogy), see detection system A in Fig. 1.

After ensuring the optimal excitation of the fundamental mode, we gradually increased the

input power while simultaneously checking the near-field of the fiber output and observing

the output total spectrum by means of an optical spectrum analyzer (Yokogawa AQ6374).

A distinctive spectral feature indicating the formation of a conical wave then emerged as a
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broad and strong spectral broadening towards visible wavelengths (i.e., blue-shifted spectral

shoulder) (see later Fig. 4). Additional bandpass filters were also added in detection system

A to characterize the modes associated to newly-generated frequencies.

The expected discretized conical wave was also characterized in terms of angularly-

resolved far field spectra (see detection system B in Fig. 1). In this configuration, a lens

L2 (Thorlabs, LB1676-C, f ′ = 10 cm) is placed at the focal distance away from the MMF

output, and collects the diverging output beam. The collected light is analyzed in the back

focal plane of the lens, where we carrefully scanned transversely the collimated beam using

a collecting multimode fiber (Thorlabs, M74L), with a very large 400µm core and numerical

aperture NA = 0.39. Such a large core prevents any additional nonlinear effect but it im-

poses a limited spatial resolution, namely successive displacements with a 0.5mm step. As

the optical spectrum is measured in the Fourier plane (i.e., in the far field), the angular light

distribution θ from the MMF output is simply mapped into a transverse displacement d, as

follows: θ = arctan(d/f ′). Our Fourier transform system allows to capture the full angular

emission as shown in the following, with resolution below 0.3◦. Note that we also checked

that collecting fiber’s NA does not influence our measurements.

In addition, we carried out the experimental observation of conical emission in a bulk glass

sample in a similar way. We used a sapphire plate (5-mm thick), in order to unveil similar

and distinct features between both systems. In both cases, the propagation takes place in

the normal dispersion regime. From simple pictures of the output beams in the far field

shown in Fig. 1, one can easily observe the typical frequency-angular intensity distribution

of the field, for the visible spectral tail. In both cases, the highest frequencies are observed

over increasing angles (i.e., larger k⊥). However, in the case of the MMF, we notice discrete

rings, instead of a continuous concentric rainbow, which are formed by the superposition of

the fiber modes with increasing order that contain the higher frequencies.
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Results

In the following, we compare experimental results of conical emission in our MMF with our

theoretical description and numerical modeling. The pulse energy coupled into the fiber was

1.2 µJ. First, a detailed analysis of conical emission patterns, shown in Fig. 1, is reported

through measured angularly resolved spectra in Fig. 2. As an example of comparison, we

measured the angle-resolved far-field spectrum (θ−λ) obtained for the sapphire plate by using

similar pulse energy and distinct focusing lens (see Fig. 2(a)). It exhibits the typical X-like

structure studied in the normal dispersion regime of bulks.19 Beyond the continuous spectral

broadening on-axis, the energy spreading follows an increasing cone angle of emission with

increasing detuning from the carrier wavelength. This is confirmed by the different near-field

images recorded with distinct band-pass spectral filters in the visible edge of the spectrum

(see top panels in Fig. 2(a)). Regarding the interpretation of the full (θ−λ) pattern observed,

one can determine the central region of the angularly resolved spectrum where the energy

of the dispersive waves gathers according to the phase-matching constraints (similarly to

Eq. 1). For bulk, the resulting relation simply writes as follows: θ(ω) = sin−1{c[k(ω)2 −

(K0 +K1ω)
2]1/2/ω}, where parameters K0 and K1 are related to phase and group velocities

of the conical wave, and k(ω) = n(ω)ω/c with n(ω) the refractive index of the medium. Using

a simple fitting procedure, one can retrieve the corresponding white lines shown in Fig. 2(a)

and defining the theoretical phase-matching of X-wave. This situation is quite commonly

observed where a spectral gap appears between the two X-tails, while one of these always

passes through or close to ω0. This simply arises when the group velocity of the conical wave

1/K1 strictly differs from the one of the input pump pulse.

In the top panel of Fig. 2(b), we unveil the angularly resolved spectrum recorded at

the output of our short multimode fiber segment. We globally retrieve the typical scenario

with strong spectral broadening on-axis and the emergence of hyperbolic X-like tails, clearly

visible on both wavelength edges. Again, the spectral gap between the two X-tails can be

easily noticed, thus confirming that the conical wave is not directly seeded by the input pump
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pulse. More details will be given in the following. Corresponding numerical simulation based

on our MM-UPPE model confirms such a universal behaviour. As shown in the bottom panel

of Fig. 2(b), an excellent agreement with experiment is obtained both in terms of angular

emission and spectral bandwidth over a very high dynamic range. When comparing bulk

and fiber patterns, we also note that maximum angle of emission and spectral edges of the

spectral broadening differ. Phase-matching relations clearly reveal that such features are

driven by the dispersion properties of the medium or waveguide as well as the group velocity

of the seeding broadband localized wave structure. Moreover, it is worth mentioning that

the (θ − λ) or even the (k⊥ − ω) representation is not the most suitable basis to describe

the conical emission phenomenon occurring in a waveguide. Even if we are not able to

experimentally decompose the full output beam on the modal basis of our fiber, next we

investigate the mode-resolved spectrum of conical emission.

Figure 3 shows the numerical results of the distribution of the full optical spectrum (power

in log scale) over the different fiber modes after propagation. We still observe an evident

X-shaped pattern of the field distribution that is very similar to those studied in the usual

Fourier domain, except that the features of hyperbolic tails change on both wavelength edges

(see Fig. 3(o)). The visible branch clearly exhibits higher-order modes than the infrared one,

while in θ plane it was associated with smaller cone angles. Experimentally, we characterized

the modal composition of both visible and infrared X-like tails by means of near-field imaging

of the MMF output face combined with bandpass spectral filtering. Top panel in Fig. 3

(subplots (a)-(g)) confirms the discrete nature of the conical emission. Increasingly-detuned

frequencies from the pump are contained in higher-order modes of the MMF. In particular,

for the visible tail, the phase-matching is narrow enough in (m,ω) plane so that each filtered

spectral band (10-or 40-nm bandwidth) is nearly associated with only one or a few fiber

modes. For instance, at 515 nm, we are able to reveal the emission in LP0,18 with a 10-nm

bandwidth filter. And at 550 nm, we can observe emission in LP0,13 with a 40-nm bandwidth

filter. By contrast, the infrared part of conical emission almost implies the same few higher-
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Figure 2: (a) Conical emission recorded at the output of the 5-mm-thick sapphire plate. Bot-
tom panel: Measured angle-resolved far-field spectrum. Solid white line provides the corre-
sponding phase-matching using relation of θ(ω). Top panels: Near-field images recorded with
the use of band-pass spectral filters whose central wavelengths are indicated with colored
dashed lines in the bottom panel. (b) Top panel: Experimentally measured angle-resolved
far-field spectrum at the output of our MMF segment. Bottom panel: Corresponding numer-
ical simulation of angle-resolved far-field spectrum based on MM-UPPE model. Calculated
angles take into account the refraction taking place at the fiber output. Note also that our
spatial numerical grid cannot provide details for very small values of θ.
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Figure 3: Mode-resolved spectrum of conical emission obtained at the output of our MMF
segment. (a-n) Near-field images of the MMF higher-order modes involved in both X-like
tails at specific wavelengths. Top panels: experimental captures with CCD camera. Bottom
panels: corresponding numerical fiber modes. (o) False-color map of the numerical mode-
resolved spectrum. White squares and dashed lines: theoretical phase-matching region of
the discretized conical wave. Colored crosses indicate spectral positions of the higher-order
modes captured in subplots (a-g) according to the distinct bandpass spectral filters.
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order modes (i.e., the tail is flatter beyond 1200 nm), so that the modal analysis is less

relevant. The main corresponding LP0,m modes, calculated with our scalar mode solver, are

reported in Figs. 3(h-n) to corroborate the main modal content of our characterized X-like

tails.

Figure 4: Evolution of the nonlinear pulse propagation. (a) False-color map of temporal
power profile as a function of propagation distance z (linear scale, MW units). (b-d) False-
color map of the numerical mode-resolved spectrum (in log. scale, dB units) calculated
at different distances z = 0.90, 1.39, and 1.91 cm, respectively. Corresponding locations are
indicated by white dashed lines in subplot (a), namely, before, during, and after the formation
of the most intense optical shock. White dashed lines in subplot (d) show theoretical phase-
matching region of the discretized conical wave.

Next, we unveil the main nonlinear dynamics in the ST domain at the origin of the conical

emission. The detailed nonlinear pulse propagation in the time domain is shown in Fig. 4(a)

whereas the corresponding evolution of mode-resolved spectrum is depicted in Fig. 4(b-d). In

particular, three snapshots at distinct distances are provided, namely just before, during, and

just after the conical wave formation. We observed that the spectral dynamics almost reaches

a stationary state after 2 cm, just past the first pulse splitting phenomenon observed in the

time domain (see Fig. 4(a)). This typical scenario already analyzed in normal dispersion of

bulk media occurs near the nonlinear spatiotemporal focus due to the self-steepening effect.9
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In particular, the velocity difference between the trailing pulse peak and its tails leads to

the formation of an optical shock (at the trailing edge) due to the nonlinear dependence of

the refractive index. The strong spectral broadening associated with shock formation at the

trailing edge of the pulse clearly seeds a large number of modes (see Fig. 4(c)), but only

phase-matched dispersive radiations over specific higher-order modes remain with significant

intensities (see Fig. 4(d)) according to the velocity of the shock front, as described by Eq. 1.

More specifically, it was found that the difference in group velocities of the shock front and vg0

is 12.6 psm−1 in Fig. 4(a), whereas the finite distance dz = 1.4mm (over which the seeding

process occurs – between z = 1.28 cm and z = 1.42 cm) well defines the finite bandwidth of

our theoretical phase-matching shown in Fig. 4(d), see white dashed lines. The Eq. 1 provides

a generalized phase-matching rule of resonant radiations emitted by a broadband localized

structure (soliton, shock front) through intra- and intermodal properties of any waveguide

and whatever the dispersion regime. We can mention that the simplest and limiting case of

an intermodal dispersive radiation emitted by a soliton pulse has been already studied in a

few-mode fiber.25 A more generalized approach of dispersive wave emission has been recently

derived for a multimode soliton,26 similarly to our phase-matching relation. Here, our linear

coherent superposition of radiations with an engineered spatiotemporal spectrum confers

particular 2D+1 ST features to this wavepacket. Nevertheless, the spectral tolerance of the

phase-matching in this spontaneous emergence of conical waves will lead to the dispersion

of the conical wave.9

Note that several less-intense optical shocks on the trailing edge of the pump pulse occur

after 2 cm in our simulation (see Fig. 4(a) at z = 2.7 cm, z = 4.0 cm and z = 5.2 cm). The

quasi-periodicity of their occurrence with propagation distance can be easily linked to beating

of the first two modes of the fiber (LP0,1 and LP0,2). Such processes then seed less-intense

discretized conical waves with similar features in the mode-resolved spectrum, thus inducing

some additional broadening of both X-like tails observed in the final map shown in Fig. 3(o).

We also transposed the theoretical phase-matching obtained in Fig. 4(d) to Fig. 3(o), thus
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corroborating our experimental characterization of spontaneous conical emission.

Conclusion

In summary, we have experimentally demonstrated the spontaneous emission of a discretized

conical wave when an intense ultrashort pulse propagates nonlinearly in a step-index multi-

mode fiber, similarly to bulk conical emission. The resulting 2D+1 ST wavepacket propagates

with a deterministic group-velocity and it results from a linear superposition of fiber modes

with an engineered spatiotemporal spectrum. Even if the configuration of spontaneous emer-

gence implies that the conical wave is not fully non-dispersive and non-diffractive, this simple

and alternative approach opens the way to future extensive studies of multidimensional ST

wavepackets with fiber and waveguide technologies.13,27–29 Finally, our results also prove the

general capabilities of MM-UPPE modeling for nonlinear multimode propagation problems.
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